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Developmental mechanisms understood quantitatively
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ABSTRACT

Across developmental systems, quantitative and imaging-based
approaches have provided unprecedented resolution of dynamic
changes in gene regulation and cell fate specification, along with
complex changes in tissue morphology. This has set the stage for a
wealth of comprehensive theoretical models, parameterised by
experimental data, able to reproduce key aspects of biological
behaviour and jointly enabling a higher level of abstraction, going from
the identification of the molecular components to understanding
complex functional relationships between these components.
Despite these successes, gaining a cross-scale understanding of
developmental systems will require further collaboration between
disciplines, from developmental biology to bioengineering, systems
biology and biophysics. We highlight the exciting multi-disciplinary
research discussed at The Company of Biologists workshop ‘Fostering
quantitative modelling and experimentation in Developmental Biology’.
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Introduction
For much of the 20th century, biological research was dominated
by a revolution in molecular biology and genetics. A wealth of
knowledge has been generated by these endeavours, identifying the
components and signalling pathways that regulate a multitude of
biological processes. To achieve a more complete understanding
of complex phenomena, the next step is now to employ a broader
range of quantitative approaches. This is particularly the case in
developmental biology, where many processes involve multiple
levels of organisation, across wide-ranging time- and length-scales.
This was the theme of The Company of Biologists meeting in July
2022, wherewemet to discuss the most recent advances in quantitative
biology and how they are allowing the field to answer some of
developmental biology’s biggest questions. The first section of this
Meeting review will highlight advances enabled by new quantitative
experimental techniques that were presented at the meeting. The
second section focuses on how quantitative approaches are allowing
combinations of theory and experiment to make progress on linking
signalling and gene regulatory networks to cell fate and patterning.
Finally, with a greater interest in physical properties, computational
modelling and live imaging-based methods, the importance of cell and
tissue mechanics in developmental processes is increasingly being
revealed; this is covered in the last section.

Expanding the biologist’s toolkit
Advancement in developmental biology has frequently been fuelled
by the emergence of technologies that allow us to make improved
measurements. A recent example is the revolution in high-
throughput so-called ‘omic’ techniques. Tatiana Sauka-Spengler
(University of Oxford, UK and Stowers Institute, MO, USA)
presented her group’s work combining ATAC-seq (assay for
transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing) and scRNAseq
(single cell RNA-sequencing) to map the temporal changes both at
the chromatin and transcriptional levels, to identify new regulatory
networks controlling neural crest formation, and to test gene
regulatory circuitry using transcription factor pertubation, binding
and downstream target outputs (Ling and Sauka-Spengler, 2019).
Eileen Furlong’s group (European Molecular Biology Laboratory,
Heidelberg, Germany) showed the power of combining a single cell
developmental time-course (in this case scATAC-seq) with mutant
data to phenotype mutants de novo, providing information at a cellular
level (which cell types are missing and when) and at a molecular
level (which enhancers and genes have changed in their activity)
(Secchia et al., 2022). These approaches from development are
mirrored in work on adult adipogenesis where the team of Susanne
Mandrup (University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark) is
exploring how cooperation between enhancers in enhancer
communities drives adipocyte lineage determination (Madsen
et al., 2020).

Other exciting advances in quantitative molecular techniques
include the development of tools to measure the dynamics
of transcription and translation. Sarah Bray’s group (University
of Cambridge, UK) is using the MS2-MCP system to reveal
mechanisms underlying transcriptional dynamics in the Drosophila
embryo. They have shown that Twist and Dorsal cooperate with
Notch to modulate the duration of bursts of transcription rather than
increasing burst frequency (Falo-Sanjuan et al., 2019). Using the
MS2-MCP system in the same model system, Mounia Lagha
(Institute of Molecular Genetics of Montpellier, France) showed
that the GAGA pioneer factor (GAF) acts as a stable mitotic
bookmarker during zygotic genome activation, thus ensuring rapid
transcriptional activation upon mitotic exit (Bellec et al., 2022). She
also presented recent work showing that mRNA translation can also
be imaged live in a developing embryo, which revealed unexpected
dynamics and spatial patterns (Dufourt et al., 2021).

At a larger length-scale, uncovering the conditions that allow
stem cells to self-organise in vitro has led to advances in tissue
models. Using the gastruloid-disc system, in which the colony shape
of human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) is controlled, patterning
mechanisms can be studied in a systematic way (Warmflash et al.,
2014). Nadia Ayad (University of California, San Francisco, USA)
presented work in this system exploring how mesoderm
differentiation is instructed by geometry, stress and substrate
stiffness (Muncie et al., 2020). She is also exploring how patterns
of stress and cell fate can affect apoptosis in vitro, as well as the
subsequent consequences of apoptosis on tissue behaviour. In a
similar vein, in vivo work by Magali Suzanne‘s group (Centre for
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Integrative Biology, Toulouse, France) showed that apoptosis
actively generates pulling forces and that the localisation of
apoptotic events drives epithelial folding in the Drosophila leg
and the avian neural tube (Monier et al., 2015; Roellig et al., 2022).
Novel bioengineering techniques are increasingly being applied

in the context of developmental biology. Tom Wyatt (University
of Cambridge, UK) reported the use of microfluidics to stimulate
the basal side of hPSCs with spatial concentration gradients of
the morphogen BMP4. Here, the quantitative control afforded
by microfluidics has allowed different cell fate patterning
mechanisms, such as dose-response and secondary inductions to
be systematically distinguished. Alexander Aulehla’s lab (European
Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany) has used
microfluidics in an ex vivo context to understand the mechanism
controlling temporal dynamics of Notch in the presomitic
mesoderm (PSM) (Sanchez et al., 2022). By entraining the
endogenous oscillations, they found that the pace of somite
formation is controlled through a mechanism of phase
coordination between oscillatory Notch and Wnt signalling
(Sonnen et al., 2018). His lab has now engineered a light-sheet
microscopy setup enabling visualisation of the onset of oscillations
of the Notch target Lunatic fringe (Falk et al., 2022). In addition, in
somitogenesis, Ryoichiro Kageyama’s group (RIKEN Center for
Brain Science, Saitama, Japan) is interested in the oscillating clock
geneHes7, which can be monitored live through the development of
a fast-maturing fluorescent protein named Achilles (Yoshioka-
Kobayashi et al., 2020). This allowed them to uncover the role of
Notch in tuning intercellular coupling for effective synchronisation
of Hes7 oscillations (Kageyama et al., 2022; Yoshioka-Kobayashi
et al., 2020). Altogether, these studies showcase an increasingly
sophisticated toolkit for developmental biologists, enabling us to
observe and perturb biological systems in a more controlled manner.

The dynamics of cell state and tissue patterning
Morphogen signalling gradients are present across developing
systems and instruct tissue patterning by inducing cell specification
into distinct cell types. Zena Hadjivasiliou (The Francis Crick
Institute, London, UK) and collaborators combined theoretical
modelling with experiments to quantitatively explore the
mechanisms of gradient formation and how they scale with tissue
growth. They found that as theDrosophilawing disc grows, the Dpp
gradient shifts from being formed mainly through diffusion of
extracellular ligands to being driven by the recycling of intracellular
ligands (Romanova-Michaelides et al., 2022). The molecular basis
of gradient scaling is also being studied in the context of
regeneration, where Elly Tanaka’s group (Institute of Molecular
Pathology, Vienna, Austria) has built on previous work showing
that axolotl limb regeneration is regulated by oppositely localised
Fgf8 and Shh signalling (Nacu et al., 2016), and is studying how the
Shh gradient scales with blastema size. Marcos Nahmad showed
that, in theDrosophilawing disc, a mechanism for expanding tissue
domains, called recruitment, also acts as a controller of tissue growth
upon perturbations in cell proliferation (Muñoz-Nava et al., 2020).
While signalling gradients act at the tissue scale, they need to be

interpreted at the single cell level to determine fate. Our current view
of cell fate decisions is shaped by the Waddington metaphor
depicting progenitor cells transitioning towards differentiation as a
ball rolling down rough terrain containing multiple decision points,
leading to alternative states. Inspired by this, theoretical models of
developmental decisions have been constructed using geometric
representations, as described by Eric Siggia (The Rockefeller
University, New York, USA) and colleagues (Rand et al., 2021;

Sáez et al., 2022). In these approaches, quantitative gene expression
data are used to infer an abstract landscape containing ‘attractors’, or
regions of low potential, representing specific cell states. The
attractors are separated by ‘saddle regions’, or areas of high
potential, where single cell trajectories flow away from and can
create ‘saddle-node or fold bifurcations’, which act to sort cells into
alternative states. Using this approach, work from James Briscoe
(The Francis Crick Institute, London, UK) described work that
utilised these geometric models of cell fate decisions based on
in vitro-derived neural and mesodermal gene expression data to
characterise both the landscape and the dynamic trajectories (Sáez
et al., 2022). A major challenge of using high-throughput data,
however, is its high dimensionality; thus, strategies are required
to project the data onto a low-dimensional space. Using such
strategies, the group of Paul François (University of Montreal,
Canada) has proposed that theDrosophila gap genes network can be
compressed into a 2D latent map that captures the underlying
network function (Seyboldt et al., 2022).

While geometric models investigate fate specification from the
perspective of single cells, in developing tissues, cell fate transitions
must be appropriately coordinated in space and time. Focusing on
the early Drosophila embryo, Erik Clark (University of Cambridge,
UK) discussed computational and experimental evidence that
extrinsic and dynamic spatial inputs cross-regulate gene
expression networks, thus affecting local patterning (Clark et al.,
2022). Complex patterning has also been observed in the embryonic
mouse spinal cord, where the Notch target HES5 oscillates every 3-
4 h (Manning et al., 2019). By using a combination of signal
processing techniques and live imaging of ex vivo spinal cord tissue,
Veronica Biga (University of Manchester, UK) and co-authors have
shown that progenitors expressing HES5 are organised both locally,
forming microclusters with synchronous and nested temporal
dynamics, and globally, as microclusters with low and high
expression are observed periodically along the dorsoventral axis
(Biga et al., 2021). Theoretical predictions suggest that these
spatially periodic microclusters are formed through interactions
between proximal and distal cells, and moderate the rate of
differentiation (Hawley et al., 2022; Biga et al., 2021).
Spatiotemporal mechanisms of pattern formation were further
discussed by Francis Corson (École Normale Supérieure, Paris,
France) in the Drosophila eye during ongoing R8 cell
differentiation. In another Notch-driven process, self-organised
patterning during bristle formation has been modelled
computationally and validated experimentally (Corson et al.,
2017; Couturier et al., 2019). Altogether, these studies emphasise
the strength of combining theory and biological experimentation to
understand developmental cell fate decisions and patterning as
dynamic processes.

The emergence of robust tissue shape
During embryogenesis, tissue patterning is often accompanied by
large-scale morphogenesis. Recent years brought considerable
advances in our understanding of the mechanical forces and cell
behaviours driving morphogenesis, largely due to improved high-
resolution live imaging, quantitative image analysis and
mathematical modelling. By applying Bayesian computation
methods to imaging datasets following hundreds of gene
knockdowns, Ruth Baker’s team (University of Oxford, UK)
developed an unsupervised method to determine the contribution of
distinct cell processes to wound closure in an in vitro assay (Perez
et al., 2022). The team of Richard Carthew (Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL, USA) and collaborators are now
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combining quantitative image analysis with geometric methods to
examine the natural variation in wing morphology in a highly
outbred Drosophila population. Their findings show that strong
constraints act on wing morphology, with all observed phenotypes
converging along an axis in morphological space (Alba et al., 2021).
Using quantitative approaches, the field is exploring how cross-

scale interactions produce robust morphogenetic outputs. Recent
work highlighted that changes in tissue properties, including
(un)jammed (solid-fluid) transitions or collective motility, can
arise from subtle, yet quantifiable, changes in, for example, cell
shape, cell-cell contact number or motility. In the zebrafish gastrula,
Diana Pinheiro (Institute of Molecular Pathology, Vienna, Austria)
found that the gradient of Nodal/TGFβ signalling, which patterns
the mesendoderm germ layer, orchestrates its large-scale
internalisation movements, by triggering both a motility-driven
unjamming transition and specifying a spatial adhesion code. This
dual mechanical role of Nodal produces an ordered mode of
collective migration that couples patterning and morphogenesis
during gastrulation (Pinheiro et al., 2022). Rachna Narayanan
(University of Warwick, UK) is studying the tissue architecture of
the PSM in fish, by comparing the control parameters that
characterise the adaxial and mesenchymal cells integrating the
tissue. In flies, Jana Fuhrmann (Max Planck Institute for Molecular
Cell Biology and Genetics, Dresden, Germany) is examining how
in-plane cell behaviours and tissue properties can collectively
drive morphogenetic transitions here: from a folded epithelium into
a flat bi-layered epithelia. Furthermore, Nat Clarke (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA) is exploring the
link between the patterns of cell-cell adhesion and EGFR signalling
in the ectoderm of Drosophila embryos.
Another exciting development is the notion that tissue boundaries

and geometry provide key morphogenetic information (Collinet and
Lecuit, 2021). An analysis of tissue flow in the fly embryo by
Thomas Lecuit’s team uncovered that the geometric coupling
between tissue-intrinsic mechanics and a curvature gradient at the
posterior pole triggers the onset of polarised flow in this system
(Gehrels et al., 2023). Similarly, the boundary conditions imposed
on the growingDrosophila imaginal disc by the extracellular matrix
(ECM) have been shown to determine the morphology of the tissue
in three dimensions (Harmansa et al., 2023). The importance of the
mechanical properties of the ECM as an active material was also
highlighted by recent work in the zebrafish optic cup. Caren
Norden’s team showed that modulating ECM topology (e.g.
porosity) results in distinct cell-matrix interactions, a critical
parameter for directional cell migration (Soans et al., 2022).
The interplay between cell and ECMmechanics has also emerged

in the context of tissue patterning in both plants and animals. Using
reconstituted assays of follicle patterning ex vivo, Alan Rodrigues
(The Rockefeller University, New York, USA) and collaborators
showed that contractile dermal cells rearrange the underlying ECM,
which, in turn, promotes cell alignment. This reciprocal interplay
creates a supracellular unit with fluid-like material properties that
spontaneously breaks symmetry and forms regular patterns
(Palmquist et al., 2022). Using time-lapse imaging and automated
image analysis, Hannah Fung (Stanford University, CA, USA) and
colleagues have now found that a geometrical parameter – cell size –
regulates the transition from asymmetric self-renewing divisions to
differentiation in meristemoids in Arabidopsis (Gong et al., 2022
preprint). A longstanding question in developmental biology is how
external physical parameters, such as temperature, affect the pace of
cellular processes. Connie Phong (Stanford University, CA, USA)
is now employing quantitative approaches and biochemical assays

to interrogate how the cell cycle machinery and the rate of division
are modulated by temperature. Overall, these studies emphasise the
importance of quantitative approaches in understanding the molecular
and biophysical mechanisms controlling early development and
tissue shape, and outline emerging research directions in the field.

Discussion
Over recent years, quantitative approaches have begun to uncover
how signalling pathways, gene regulatory networks and molecular
effectors function together, over multiple scales, to generate
developmental outputs. This is well exemplified by recent work
on dynamic Waddington models, where quantitative gene
expression datasets are being used to model both discrete
(steady)-cell fates, as well as the temporal transitions between
these states. Novel approaches, e.g. using microfluidics, can be used
to perturb the endogenous dynamics of signalling with high spatio-
temporal resolution, thus providing new experimental tools to
directly test and/or refine predictions of cell fate decisions. An
important future challenge will be to mechanistically understand
how patterning andmorphogenetic programs are coordinated during
development. Here, recent advances in gastruloid/organoid systems
are providing an additional tool to obtain a quantitative
understanding of the cross-scale interactions controlling robust
embryo development.

A common theme that emerged during the meeting was the
challenge of working effectively in a highly interdisciplinary field,
where researchers with such diverse approaches, questions and
terminologies must come together. A popular suggestion was to
adapt a framework from neuroscience, laid out by David Marr
(Marr, 2010), that could help to conceptually organise our work in a
more unified way. This framework identifies three conceptual tiers
in information-processing systems: computation, algorithm and
hardware. To apply this to developmental biology, we can take the
example of tissue patterning. The highest level of abstraction,
computation, refers to the goals of the system. At this level,
researchers may ask what information is required to generate a given
pattern and where this information could be stored. The algorithm
then determines the specific input-output relationships that are
required to carry out that computation, e.g. how cells could measure
a local morphogen concentration and convert it to a discrete cell
state decision. Finally, the hardware level studies the components
required to execute the algorithm, e.g. the transcription factors
acting downstream of signalling activation. It was broadly agreed
that this framework could help us, as a community, to better
structure our ideas and research. In collaborating within and
between these levels, we believe quantitative modelling and
experimentation will drive developmental biology into new and
exciting realms.
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